
1. Your guests arrive at your event and take a pair of our awesome wireless headphones.

2. Two DJs set up and spin two different styles of music side by side. One DJ might be spinning top 40 while the 

other is spinning the latest in hip hop. To the same dancefloor. At the same time!

3. Your guests select their DJ of choice using a toggle switch on our headphones and get busy on the dancefloor. 

Guests can switch backwards and forwards between each DJ during the course of the event

4. Now what have you got? One half of the dancefloor moving to one beat, while the other half gets down to a 

completely different soundtrack. Take the headphones off and you’re looking at a mass of people moving to 

grooves that only they can hear! Although you WILL hear much cheering, hilarity and mis-heard lyrics being 

sung really badly!

Imagine a dancefloor that’s got one half of the crowd singing along to Taylor Swift while the other half are doing The 

Wobble! Or one where half the crowd are raving to Diplo while the other half are throwing shapes to the YMCA. 

Bizarre, mind-blowing but most of all a huge amount of fun! And remember, as there’s no amplified music, 

Headphone Disco is a practical entertainment solution too. Fancy staging a dance party in a sports field/

parking lot/anywhere else where there are noise restrictions? With Headphone Disco, you can!

HEADPHONE DISCO; WHAT IS IT?

Launched in the UK in 2007, Headphone Disco are the originators of the ‘silent dance 

party’ format and have been taking their show to colleges, schools, festivals and 

nightclubs around the world for the past 10+ years. Never been to a Headphone Disco 

before? Here’s how it works..

PACKAGES
& PRICING

THE CLASSIC THE CLASSIC  
REDUCED

THE  
TAKEOVER

Type We supply everything. 
Travel included in price.

Same deal as ‘The 
Classic’ but for smaller 

attendances

Our latest twist. Travel 
included in price.

DJs Provided 2 2 1 + your own DJ

Wireless  
Headphones 300 200 200

Stage  
Branding   

All Travel 
Included   

Price $4100 $3600 $3100

What is it?

This is the classic version of our 
event that we showcase around 

the world. Several thousand 
headphones available for even 

larger events

classic package but for a smaller 
capacity crowd.

Your DJs take control 
of one channel and battle it out 
against one of our residents. A 

great budget option and great for 
student engagement

x300 x200x200

BOOKINGS/INFO:  ARI@DEGY.COM OR JEFF@DEGY.COM 732-818-9600



FAQ

VARIATIONS; ALTERNATIVE EVENTS  

WHAT MUSIC WILL YOUR DJS PLAY?
Our experienced team of Djs hcan turn their hand to just about any request they’re given. They’ve played coast to 
coast and north to south so they know and recognize the regional variances in what music ‘works’ and what doesn’t 
‘work’. All tracks are ‘clean’ radio edits and requests are actively encouraged through the night. 

CAN WE HAVE OUR OWN DJ PARTICIPATE?
Of course. We’re happy to work alongside any of your DJs who want to get involved. So much so that we’ve created ‘The 

Takeover’ package just to encourage that! Some of our clients have even run a ‘Win A DJ Set’ contest which have worked 

very well on a marketing level and have helped ensure participation and interest before the event has even taken place. 

CAN WE HAVE THE EVENT OUTSIDE?
Absolutely. Some of our most successful shows to date have been outdoors on sports fields, in parks, at festivals and even at 

sea in the middle of the Atlantic! Remember, there’s no noise so this makes outdoor locations that were once not viable for 

entertainment suddenly viable Headphone Disco can’t work in the rain though so we always ask that you have a ‘rain venue’ or 

covered/tented area on standby.

WHAT LOCATIONS CAN WE HOST A HEADPHONE DISCO IN?
In short, any location! As long as there’s electricity we can set up and perform our show anywhere. It doesn’t need to be in a 
conventional ‘venue’ or ballroom it can be anywhere that you’d like to throw a party. The possibilities are endless! How about 
a field house? A parking lot? Or a gym? Or how about using a space that you’ve always thought would be great for a party but 
where there are noise restrictions? Get crazy and creative!

WHAT DO I NEED TO SUPPLY IN TERMS OF ‘TECH’?
Practically nothing. Headphone Disco is a true ‘turnkey’ event meaning that beyond some power strips, a few lights for 

atmosphere and a couple of tables, you don’t need to provide anything.  We supply all the headphones, the DJ 

equipment and all other necessary items associated with staging the show. Our crew members set up the equipment, 

perform and then break it all down again at the end of the night.

Our headphones can be used for all sorts of different entertainment applications; if you’ve got an idea then we want to 
hear about it! 

“SILENT FIT CLUB” An awesome blend of 'wellness' with 'dance party', this event sees us bring a yoga/fitness 
professional to your campus alongside our resident DJ. We program a full day of different wellness themed 
classes (yoga, zumba, cardio etc) that are all conducted via headphones. We round off the event with an amazing 
Headphone Disco dance party.

“TWISTED CINEMA” Outdoor, indoor, the Twisted Cinema can be run anywhere... two movies broadcast on two 
huge screens simultaneously, audio is beamed to headphones with switchable quirky and hilarious commentary 
from our ‘Movie Zoo’ team. 

“HEADPHONE COMEDY” is another variation we’ve experimented with.

“BAND V BAND” groundbreaking live music set-up as seen at Good People Good Times festival in Indiana. 

For a better idea of exactly what it is we do why not visit one of the links below:
WEBSITE  www.headphonedisco.com • VIMEO CHANNEL www.vimeo.com/degydance

YOUTUBE CHANNEL: youtube.com/headphonedisco • FACEBOOK Search for the ‘Headphone Disco’ 
Musician/Band page • TWITTER / INSTAGRAM @headphonedisco

CHECK US OUT ONLINE
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